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Abstract

A parallel pipeline is shown to be a natural method of speeding up a typical computer vision application, face inspection using ‘Eigenfaces’. Faces within a stream of video images are continuously surveyed in a manner akin to a ‘conveyor belt’ inspection process. The parallelisation is a new exemplar of a scheme for the rapid prototyping of large-scale, multi-algorithm applications suitable for transfer to a message-passing multiprocessor. A general solution, pipelined processor farms (PPF), is preferred to a customised solution. This paper gives details of the software tools and software-engineering methods employed to tackle this class of problem.
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1 Introduction

Many inspection applications have a generic pipelined structure. A parallel pipeline has one or more of its stages parallelised in addition to the inherent pseudo-parallelism arising from processing different data at the same time across the stages of the pipeline. The present paper describes a parallel pipeline solution for a well-known method of face inspection, ‘Eigenfaces’ [15,
36], capable of separating a face from a video scene and matching that face against a set of candidate faces, taken from a pre-compiled database of faces. The variant of Eigenfaces described in [26, 22, 23] was the subject of the parallelisation. The aim of the parallelisation was to speed-up an existing sequential processing pipeline originating from MIT Media laboratory in order to reduce the time taken to identify a face in a given database. It is assumed that there is a continuous sequence of video images to be matched to the database as may typically occur in visual surveillance applications.

We have previously employed parallel pipelines to speed up a number of applications including a handwritten postcode inspection application [2] by the same development method described in the present paper. In handwritten postcode inspection, a conveyor belt moves envelopes marked with address and postcode alongside the computer system. Once the digitised envelope image is within the computer system, the address and postcode are extracted and a number of candidate solutions for the postcode are found. The objectives of the parallelisation were: to reach a throughput of 10 matched postcodes/s; and to ensure that no one identification should have a latency longer than 8s, in order to keep up with the conveyor belt. There was also an output ordering constraint. The envelopes are stamped with phosphorescent dots, indicating the postcode, after which which they move on to the next stage of processing. There were three stages within the pipeline: pre-processing of the digital images; classification of the postcode characters; and matching against a database of addresses. The first two stages were parallelised by means of data farming on a set of processors. A data farm [37] is a parallel programming paradigm consisting of a data farmer process which manages the distribution of data to be processed and a set of worker processes. Within a parallel pipeline, the data farmer may also carry out any centralised processing before passing on the data to the next stage. In the handwritten postcode application, the data were the extracted postcode characters.

Our target parallel processor for Eigenfaces was a medium-grained message-passing machine, the Transtech Paradigm [35], equipped with eight i860 superscalar microprocessors [1]. Transputer communication coprocessors (valency four) link the i860s in an electronically re-
configurable network. The Paramid comes into the class of ‘lowly’ parallel computers [27], being a response to the exigencies of the market-place. Other ‘lowly’ parallel computers include networks or clusters of workstations with the same distributed-memory architecture. A software template based upon a real-time programming model [8] was employed and adapted for the Paramid [12]. The structure enabled the chore of ‘plumbing’, routine connection of message-passing channels [38], to be by-passed as sequential sections of code could be placed within an existing template skeleton. For example, over 40 different types of messages were passed between the processes making up the eigenfaces application.

The objective was to reduce the sequential eigenfaces pipeline throughput of about 2 mins/image on a SPARCstation 2 to less than 10s/image on the Paramid. In the first instance, this would enable evaluation and testing of the prototype software in a realistic setting. However, the processing structure is intended to be incrementally scalable so that with appropriate hardware a video-rate solution could be achieved.

As the eigenfaces application consists of circa 8700 lines of code, including options but not library code, considerable logistic organisation is required (for a single programmer) to effect the parallelisation. The inspection application involves multiple algorithms, with 183 functions called in a typical run. It has been remarked [5] that the parallel application literature abounds with bespoke solutions to single algorithm parallelisations of engineering problems but, in contrast, typical parallel engineering applications comprise many component algorithms. For example, in this case study, the processing time spent on locating a face within an image and normalising it dominates the time spent on face identification (Section 2.4) even though it is the latter algorithm that has attracted attention in the literature. To regularly provide solutions to complete systems like the eigenfaces application requires the systematic use of software tools and a generic design strategy.

The approach taken in this paper is to use a generalised method of system design, pipelined processor farms (PPF) [5]. The aim of this methodology is to introduce flexibility and reduce software development costs by imposing a generic solution [6, 3]. PPF is suited to the parallelisation of legacy code, or code written on workstations supporting a sequential pro-
gramming model. The algorithmic developers need not be the same persons responsible for parallelisation. In other words, the code may be unfamiliar requiring an initial exploratory stage. PPF is built around a design pattern consisting of a pipeline of data farms, Figure 1. A pipeline with a single backplane [20] has the advantage that it can map onto a variety of architectures. In some cases, the data farmers are connected by a high bandwidth bus. Sequential bottlenecks are masked by single processor stages. The deployment of worker processes is determined by the relative per-stage workload, the desired global throughput, and the desired pipeline traversal latency. Flexibility is required so that late algorithmic changes can be introduced. By partitioning the application into independent pipeline stages it is possible to introduce such changes without algorithmic side effects. By choosing a data farm solution, if increased processing is needed as a result of the changes, the number of worker processes can potentially be increased. In fact, we were aware of a possible algorithmic change to the eigenfaces application, whereby not one but several candidate heads within the video image [36] could be passed to the second stage of our pipeline which would result in a four-fold increase in processing time on a workstation.

The remainder of the paper is organised thus. In Section 2, the initial design stage, which involves exploration of the algorithm, is described. Since the parallelisation took place in incremental stages, Section 3 describes the first pipeline stage and Section 4 discusses subsequent stages. Section 4 also discusses results of the parallelisation. Finally, Section 5 summarises and draws some conclusions.

2 Analysis of the Algorithm

Though parallelisation of face recognition has taken place before, a pipeline structure has not been employed. This may have been because the motive for previous parallelisations was to speed up algorithmic development and not eventually to provide a real-time processing pipeline. The sequential version of Eigenfaces was constructed as a pipeline which immediately makes it a candidate for real-time implementation. The regular structure present in the
head-search and feature-matching processing is suitable for data farming. The head-search processing is particularly computationally demanding, which implies a favourable compute-communicate granularity. There are no feedback loops which would otherwise impose a synchronous constraint on any pipeline.

2.1 Parallel Implementation of Face Inspection Algorithms

Parallelisation of face inspection software has previously been described in [18, 17], which is an example of a graph-based approach on hardware with a similar architecture to ours. Three independent processing tasks were identified with differing compute/communicate ratios, namely fast Fourier transform of image data; computation of Gabor filters in the frequency domain to form ‘objects’; and comparison with stored ‘objects’ held as sparse graphs. A processing farm was used but the vital step of forming a pipeline was apparently not made. The implementation of the graph-based method is reported [17] to take 25s with optimised code to make a match between face images of size 128 $\times$ 128 pixels (captured in controlled circumstances) and one of 87 stored ‘objects’. 21 active 20 MHz transputers were arranged in a tree topology with two other transputers providing system support. A more recent and enhanced version of elastic graph matching is described in [39], though without implementation details.

2.2 The Eigenfaces Algorithm

In the eigenfaces method, faces are projected into eigen-space by a Karhunen-Loève transform [24, 7], avoiding reliance on semantic knowledge.\(^1\) Since identification appears to depend on good intensity correlation between images, substantial pre-processing is needed [19]. Changes in scale are a principal cause of error for this method if no correction were to be made [36]. Allowance for lighting and contrast variation [22] and affine transformation of the head position are also made. Changes in facial expression and time variation in facial appearance

\(^1\)Notice that the KLT approach has been shown to have some of the aspects of human vision such as ability to distinguish between individuals and genders, and form affinities [25].
are not addressed in the variant of Eigenfaces parallelized herein.

2.3 The Eigenfaces Pipeline

Though a sequential software pipeline already existed it is not guaranteed that the pipeline when parallelized would be balanced, since this depends on the computational load within each pipeline stage. Partitioning points within the application are identified by a static analysis (omitting communication and synchronisation costs) guided by the designer’s understanding of the sequential application software architecture [4].

In the static analysis, a profiler is employed to find the percentage times taken to execute the functions within the application. (Eigenfaces is written in the ‘C’ programming language.) A function call graph is analysed to find branches which take up a high proportion of the total processing time in a top-down manner. It will not be worthwhile spending development time on parallelizing short-lived portions of the code. (Code only executed at initialisation is also passed over in pipeline systems.) The functions are then inspected to find likely sources of parallelism. Loop (data) parallelism is common but algorithmic parallelism can also sometimes be exploited. Synchronisation constraints should also be identified. For example, the eigenfaces application has no feedback paths between images (as may be the case with, for example, image-coding algorithms [3]) which would otherwise impose restrictions on the achievable speed-up.

The bulk of the processing (the first stage) is taken up with finding a head within an image scene at different positions. (The candidate head after normalisation by the ‘average’ face from the existing database is measured against its projection onto the database eigenspace [36] by a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator. This procedure is designed to screen out objects that are close to an individual eigenface but not close to the class of heads. Only ten eigenvectors were used at this stage. A computational formula reducing the disparity error calculation to a set of correlations is employed. The possibility that a person is present in an image scene can be ascertained by prior motion detection using spatiotemporal filtering.) In tests, the grey-scale scene was sized $512 \times 512$ pixels. Candidate heads, once located, are
normalised to size 128 × 128 pixels. Since the size of the head is not known, an error map is compiled for candidate heads at 21 different possible scales.\(^2\)

A second stage is feature detection. Once the best position and scale for a head is found, four facial features are sought within appropriate parts of the face. The features should conform to the known facial geometry (e.g. nose below eyes and mouth below nose). The feature detection stage also has some scope for parallelisation as each feature is sought independently from the others. The feature detection employs five eigenvectors in a similar procedure to the head-search. The eventual pipeline did not utilise this possibility in the interests of balancing the load throughout the pipeline. The location of the facial features serves to parameterise an affine warp which brings the head into standard alignment with the faces in the database. The head is also cropped to produce a face.

The third and final stage, also had the potential to be parallelized: the normalised face is projected into eigen-space with 100 coefficients, whence the nearest three matching images are output.

Because of the dominance of the scale search stage of processing it may be appropriate to consider an alternative scale (and rotation) invariant transform of image and head, such as the Mellin transform, before performing the correlation step. A parallelisation of the log-polar transform, an essential step in the Mellin transform, is available in [11].

### 2.4 Profiling the Eigenfaces Sequential Pipeline

When approaching unfamiliar software with a view to parallelisation, a profiler such as `gprof` is [13] a convenient tool. This will remain the case while the structured programming approach is common. Provided the time spent within a function is not overly affected by the sampling rate of the profiler [29], any profiler is adequate. Extensive recursion, which is also a problem

\(^2\)Because of the dominance of the scale search stage of processing a suggestion is that it may be appropriate to consider a scale (and rotation) invariant transform of image and head, such as the Mellin transform, before performing the correlation step. A parallelisation of the log-polar transform, an essential step in the Mellin transform, is available in [11].
for profilers that sample the program counter, is not expected within our class of problem. However, because a visual display is provided and because object-code instrumentation is used (with a view to greater accuracy by a machine cycle-counting method of profiling), we have preferred a recent type of profiler, Quantify [32]. Quantify timings are independent of the system load at run time though data-dependent. The ratio (not absolute value) of timings between functions is needed to effect a partition.

A snap-shot of the function call-graph of the application generated by Quantify is shown in Figure 2. The top twenty function display is shown for clarity in Figure 2, though Quantify can display the top hundred descendants of any function or call structure to arbitrary detail. The thickness of the lines between function names indicates the number of calls to a function from all other functions. The graph can be annotated with the number of calls, though the time spent in each function is shown in Figure 2. The initial head-search function dominates (ms-search) the sequential pipeline stemming from the function pipe. This function and its descendants were to make up the first stage of the parallel pipeline. The eig-search function was to form the basis of the second stage in the parallel pipeline. The call graph also allows analysis of the interconnection structure prior to decomposition. For example, it can be seen that two functions, mahalanobis and affine-warp, are shared between the two computational branches ms-search and eig-search requiring separate copies of these functions within each of the first two stages. The functions load-eigen and scanf are called at initiation time and therefore can be discounted from the steady-state pipeline behaviour.

Table 1 records the sequential execution times on a SPARC station 2, after loading data files (15s). The ratio of these times for balancing a pipeline is more important than the absolute values, since the ratios are more stable. Improvements in time will come from appropriately fast processors, as we have already found when porting the handwritten postcode recognition application from a transputer-based machine (the Meiko computer surface) to the Paramid [2]. First-order projections of performance on alternative processors (DEC Alphas) have also been made by extrapolating from a set of benchmarks using a two-parameter model of performance [34].
Provided the same software structure is employed little change is needed to the code. This naturally requires a structure which will port between different machines. In [9], the data-farm template is transferred from the Paramid, to a network of workstations running the socket API with SunOs 4.1 Lightweight Processes for multithreading, and to the VxWorks real-time executive. A Java implementation using RMI of the data farm template occurs in [34]. An example of the template in use to construct parallel pipelines on the VxWorks system, with another version on the Paramid for the same application (KLT transform) is described in [7]. Multithreading is required within the template to allow a rapid response to communication events. An access control mechanism (usually counting semaphores) is needed to control buffering, which is placed at the input and output of worker processes and between stages of the pipeline. An efficient and fair demultiplexing structure (for example adaptation of the socket API select) is needed by the farmer to accept returning work. A means of broadcasting from the farmer to its workers to supply common data is the final underlying facility needed to construct the template, other than the usual message-passing arrangements.

3 Preliminary Parallelisation

3.1 Porting the Application to the Target Processor Architecture

The first step in the logistic exercise involved in porting the code was to check the correct behaviour of the application on Sun workstations. The libraries were then reconstructed for use on a single i860 processor (since the Paramid can also act as a throughput machine).

It was found that the application did not work on the i860 without a small modification. This appeared to be due to array-bound corruption, which sometimes emerges when transferring from a big- to a little-endian machine. Passing the Purify memory debugger [32] over the original code indicated the problem area. Some tidying-up of code at this stage might also be deemed necessary to achieve clarity. For instance, data pointers may be passed to a function which never uses the data, though at some stage in the earlier software development process the data were used.
Five images (from within the database) formed the test set. They were correctly matched to the same images held in database form. The behaviour on the i860 was identical to the Suns except that, for image five, the second and third candidate match images differed. The head positions and scales in the five test cases were the same as for the Sun version. Checking the behaviour of the i860 version was not a principal aim of the parallelisation, except to ensure no major aberrations occurred in the porting process. In fact, fidelity to the original code is preserved as closely as possible in order to facilitate algorithmic changes based on the sequential version.

3.2 Parallelizing the First Pipeline Stage

The second step was to form one farm, Figure 3a, in which the first, computationally dominant, head-matching stage was parallelized, the remaining sequential code being performed centrally while the farm is stalled. The i860, being run in single-threaded mode, must change from data farmer to sequential processor, shown by the dashed circle in Figure 3a. Table 2 gives the recorded execution times, excluding the initial file loading time. “Farm 6” in Table 2 refers to six worker processors and one data-farmer. The worker processors were arranged as a binary tree. The nominal clock speed of the i860-XP is 50 MHz (and the transputer runs at 30 MHz). Using the features of the i860 Portland C optimising compiler [30] considerably improved the performance. Level four optimisation principally vectorises the code.\(^3\)

However, [31] reports order of magnitude degradation of performance between hand-coded routines and code produced by two i860 Fortran optimising compilers, either due to memory access patterns or due to failure to pipeline floating-point instructions. True performance can be 5-8% of the manufacturer’s peak figures.\(^4\) This suggests a future route to further performance improvements: hand-coding of inner loops, e.g., [16], which was however avoided

---

\(^3\)Other options subsumed in level 4 introduce pipelining, loop unrolling and function inlining \textit{inter alia}. Debugging code was turned off.

\(^4\)These results are replicated on a range of recent RISC machines once the stages of the caching system are exhausted [33].
so as to retain compatibility with the original sequential code.

Figure 4 shows the proportion of time spent in the eigenfaces parallel section compared to the overall time. The proportion of time in the head-inspection stage is larger than the original static times suggest. It is apparent that beyond seven processor modules the application speed-up is starting to saturate. In order to preserve fidelity to the original tests 21 scales were farmed out. Purely from the point of view of sharing out work, one would want a larger number of scales, a number for which the number of worker processes was an exact divisor. The latter requirement reduces the proportion of time spent idling while waiting for the processing to finish. In fact, depending on the application, the range of scales will vary; for example: when heads are captured as ‘mugshots’; when images are taken by a door-entry system; and when external surveillance cameras are employed. Again, this emphasises the need for flexibility in the parallel implementation.

Most of the data I/O, which is considerable as it involves loading of face and feature databases, takes place at the start-up phase of the pipeline. For computational tests a reduced database of 60 known faces was searched\(^5\) though the eigenfaces basis set had dimension 100. For long runs such overhead would be amortised over the lifetime of the pipeline. The original and scaled images must be broadcast during each processing round but otherwise communication is nugatory.

### 3.3 Discussion

When a medium- and large-scale (over 10,000 lines of code) sequential applications are developed the application is frequently split into modules to reduce compilation time. Notice that when approaching unfamiliar code, to see the relationship between functions in terms of parameter-passing it is more convenient to merge all relevant function modules within one file. In general, the principal difficulty in parallelizing the code was identification of the data that had to be communicated. The problem was exacerbated by the quantity of data and by

\(^5\)A 99% rate over 155 individuals on the FERET database for the variant of the system used by us is reported in [21]. Encouraging results for the 1996 MIT system are also given in [28].
the use of Fortran-style indexing in some places and ‘C’-style pointers in others.

4 Extension to Three Farms

4.1 Introduction of the Second and Third Farms

A second farm for feature matching was constructed with the farmer process on a transputer and the workers on i860s. The basis of the parallelisation is the matching of features within the normalised face image that is passed on from stage one. The face image therefore has to be broadcast to the worker processes at the onset of processing. Feature matching against an average feature taken from the database again takes place in eigenspace. Due to the limited number of facial features, the potential for data farming is restricted. However, the parallelisation went ahead in part because, if multiple candidate heads were later used to achieve greater identification accuracy, the parallel structure would already exist. Were this extended form of processing to be introduced performance scaling of the second stage could take place.

In Figure 3 b), the second farmer process, hosted on an i860, is shown sharing a processor module with a worker process, hosted by a transputer. The two processes communicate by overlapped memory and not by a transputer link. The first farm solely used i860s since the farmer originally had not only to pass on data but also to perform processing. Provided there is enough memory (4M bytes on the transputer as opposed to 16 Mbytes on the i860), then it may be possible to free another processor on the Paramid by also moving the farmer on farm one onto a transputer, which otherwise has no hardware support for memory management. To verify the behaviour of the second farm, the output was fed back to the first farm where the remaining processing was completed. When the second farm was seen to work the remaining processing was transferred to a third farm, which actually has only one ‘worker’ on an i860. In other words, the granularity of the pipeline as a whole did not justify partitioning between farmer and workers in the third farm.
4.2 Balancing the Pipeline of Processor Farms

A three-farm pipeline was tested in the processor ratio 5:2:1 and then 6:1:1. The topology for the second pipeline arrangement is shown in Figure 3 (c). A test was made processing 25 images (the five test images repeated), recording pipeline traversal latency and throughput, Figure 5. The latency of an image passing through the 5:2:1 pipeline was found to have increased from 11s for the single farm to 11.96s (mean of 25 images). However, the throughput increased from an image every 11s to an image every 9.24s. The 6:1:1 pipeline resulted in a further increase in latency (12.80s/image) but a similar increase in throughput: an image every 7.48s. Since the first farm is not in saturation with 5 processors (and 4 workers) increasing to 6 processors improves the speed that images emerge from the first farm, freeing the farmer to load another image. The second farm will be depleted by one worker which consequently increases the latency. Clearly on a larger machine one would increase the number of processors in farm two as well as farm one, when the latency would be reduced along with the throughput. The performance figures depend on the speed of I/O when loading from disk across a SCSI bus and on the system load at the time of the tests. I/O time for the original image, which is variable, is included to give realistic timing figures. If more images were tested the start-up time of the pipeline would be shared over a longer time-span, again improving the results.

4.3 Further improvement from re-ordering of processing

The processing scales, which vary from 0.152107 (scale 1) to 0.4000 (scale 21) in the supplied test file, differ on an ascending scale in the time taken to process them. gprof records 1s for scale 2 and 10s for scale 21. If the scales are processed from 21 downwards (i.e. in descending size) the result is an improvement in latency and throughput to 12.2s/image and an image every 6.92s respectively. The reason for this improvement over Figure 5 is that any worker left idling for work at the end of processing an image will spend less time waiting if the final scales take less time to process.
4.4 Visualisation of System Performance

The behaviour of the parallel algorithm has been captured by our event trace tool, which produces a trace-file in standardised format [40]. Since the Paramid does not have a global clock it was necessary to design a clock synchronisation sub-system [10] which imposed no more than a 5% overhead from synchronisation signals and was accurate to at least within 0.5ms. Two versions of the template exist, uninstrumented and instrumented, though provided a client’s specification (in terms of throughput and latency) is met there is no obvious need to remove instrumentation.

Figure 6 is a space-time diagram from the post-mortem visualiser ParaGraph [14] generated from the output event trace-file. The initialisation by a hefty set of messages to farm three (processor 7) has been suppressed from the display, but the distribution of data to processors 1 to 6 is shown at the onset of the trace. Thereafter, periodic distributions of the scaled image to processor 6 and the original image to processors 1 to 5 take place (shown twice in the figure). Immediately after the original image is sent, the scales are distributed. Processor 5 from the first farm is under-utilised. Processor 6 is idle for the relatively short period between passing on its results to processor 7 and receiving the new scaled image. By adding an artificial message from processor 7 to processor 0 at the end of processor 7’s period of work, it is apparent that processor 7 is idle for some time. Therefore, further improvement in performance (and cost saving) will arise by merging processor 7 with the second farm.

5 Conclusion

This paper, by way of a case study, has demonstrated a generalised method of developing software suitable for automatic visual inspection. The particular case study, Eigenfaces for face inspection, demonstrates a potentially wider application scope compared to a traditional view of machine vision. A relatively low-cost multicomputer is employed to accelerate existing sequential software code. In a production environment, the parallel machine would be hosted by a PC or workstation with attached scene-acquisition hardware.
The paper has set out the steps in incrementally forming the pipeline. Partitioning and task decomposition is assisted by high-specification profiling and memory debugging tools. The features of an optimising compiler are exploited to improve the performance of individual tasks and at some future date customised assembler routines would be incorporated. A reusable data-farm template aids rapid prototyping of the processing pipeline. The template is instrumented with event-tracing in order to automatically pin-point how the performance could be further improved.

The eigenfaces method of face inspection is a good candidate for parallelisation by a pipelined method as each stage of processing is independent. There is substantial latent parallelism within ‘Eigenfaces’ which we exploited by two data farms at stages one and two of our pipeline. Event tracing showed that the final pipeline stage could be merged with the second farm so as to improve performance. The pipeline traversal latency in the implementation is still high but this will only be reduced by using more processors than were available on our research machine.

There are ways to improve the performance further on the Paramid, were this to be the final target machine. For example, an i860 could be freed in the first farm if a transputer were to host the data farmer. The absence of feedback constraints and the dominance of the head search stage means that the residual serial sections of the code can be masked within the pipeline, except that is for time taken to load images into the pipeline. (Specialist hardware would be needed to speed up the image transfer, which is available on some versions of the Paramid.)

In general, the parallelisation of the eigenfaces application has demonstrated the advantages of the PPF methodology, since the development took less than one man-month, including time spent on familiarisation with the code prior to parallelisation. Given the generalised structure of our parallel solution it is anticipated that porting to a different, faster, parallel environment would not pose significant problems.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipeline stage</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>head location</td>
<td>116s</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feature detection</td>
<td>90s</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>face inspection</td>
<td>4s</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Sequential Pipeline Timings for the Eigenfaces Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>Time/image (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun4 (Optimised)</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARCstation 5 (Opt.)</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i860 (Level 2 Opt.)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i860 (Level 4 Opt.)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm 6 (Level 0 Opt.)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm 6 (Level 2 Opt.)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm 6 (Level 4 Opt.)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Initial Timings for the Eigenfaces Application

Figure 1: The PPF Design Pattern
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